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Happy and successful collecting in 2012

FRONT PAGE
Most of us should be aware of how our time will potentially be spent during the celebration of the
2012 London Olympic and Paralympic Games. The ticket allocations were generally a cause of
disappointment, and I am aware that many of the usual overseas members who visit every
celebration of the Olympic Games are questioning the viability of visiting London with no or very
few tickets. Accommodation costs when awarded few tickets 10 or 12 days apart are certainly a
deterrent. The public warnings about travel time to venues seem to suggest that someone has
finally received a large dose of reality!
Those who applied as volunteers should now have received offers, but the process has been
remarkably slow, and it still appears that a similar dose of reality is required regarding the
numbers needed. Allowing for 'drop-outs', conflict with attending events, and other factors
influencing availability for the shifts allocated, it will be amazing if an effective plan comes
together.
Many of the regular attendees that I have met at previous Olympic Games would not allow
factors such as tickets, accommodation or transport to deter them - they attend for the
atmosphere, 'experience' and collecting opportunities. Pin collectors and traders create their
own experience and invariably manage to instil their enthusiasm in others. Philatelists plan their
campaign around the programme of the postal authority.
For London, information regarding the plans of Royal Mail is scarcer than free event tickets.
As an example, Royal Mail have agreed a payment to athletes winning a gold medal to
guarantee the rights for their image for Gold Medal winner stamps. It is suggested that stamps
will be produced on a 'next day' basis, but there are no philatelic counters announced as offering
any form of 'Olympic' service. From previous experience in Sydney and Athens I cannot even
think of a suitable venue for handling the kind of demand that occurred. On the plus side (?),
there do not appear to be any plans to allow cancellation of the medal winner issues, so demand
may be minimal. Royal Mail appears to consider that as soon as a mint stamp is made available
they have satisfied collector demand.
Seven years were available to plan a campaign for the largest sporting event in the world, and
with seven months to go, we are faced with the prospect of an Olympic Games without any
postal facilities at venues (Main Press Centre being the current exception - but a restricted site).
Without any firm indication of the Royal Mail plans (or more worrying no indication that there are
any plans), will the hardened philatelists (not souvenir collectors) commit to the expense of
visiting London? If I needed to travel internationally, I know how I would react if I had no tickets
and no indication of postal activity this close to the Games!
Let's be optimistic, and assume that a plan will come together. I am sure that we can look
forward to an interesting Olympic year - there is always the television.
There are more important considerations, and I would certainly like to wish you all a happy, and
healthy new year for 2012. Enjoy London 2012, and for UK members, try to join in by supporting
the Olympic torch when it visits your area.
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The 25th anniversay of the Portuguese Olympic
Academy on the 4th December 2011 is
commemorated by a cancellation and
personalised stamp used on a special cover
provided by Manuel Riberio da Silva.

MY SPORTS FIELD
MY SPORTS FIELD - THREE TIMES OLYMPIC

Two postcards from Klaus
Fink that look forward to the
Innsbruck 2012 Youth
Olympic Games - the first
celebration of this winter
event. The cards promote
the Tirol region.

sport. 11214.
1

The postcards include the
text 'MY SPORTS FIELD THREE TIMES OLYMPIC'.
acknowledging the Olympic
Winter Games of 1964 and
1976.
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'5191"3 THERE'S LOTS OF ACTION
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Kazakhstan 2008 Olympic Games Beijing Mi. Nr. 618-6191 & II

An interesting variety of the
Kazakhstan Beijing 2008 stamp issue
is currently being listed on some
internet auction sites.
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The issue consists of a setenant pair
with judo and hanball designs. These
were printed in sheets of five pairs
with ilustrated margins.
The variety offered is being described
as Michel 618-619 II, so appears to
have catalogue recognition, and
relates to the omission of the TM
recognition of the Beijing 2008 logo.
The variety is being offered as a
setenant pair or full sheet, so the
variety occurs on all stamps within
some sheets (not as a pair within
some sheets.

U0
Ivy

Offers are at a premium of 600 1000% to the intended design.
It is certainly worth checking any
copies you have.
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London 2012 - Forest Stewardship Council booklet
Royal Mail Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) certified postage stamps

1ST
Valid for Items up to:
240mm Long
165mm Wide
5mm Thick
1009 Weight
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08457 740 740
❑ www.royalmaii.com
W 08458 000 606

2012 Special Stamp Programme
5 Jan
The Olympic and Paralympic Games Definitive Stamps
10 Jan Roald Dahl
2 Feb
The House of Windsor
6 Feb
The Diamond Jubilee Definitive Stamps
23 Fell Britons of Distinction
8 Mar Classic Locomotives of Scotland
20 Mar Comics
10 Apr UK A -Z: Part 2
15 May Great British Fashion
31 May The Diamond Jubilee
19 June Charles Dickens
16 July The Olympic and Paralympic Games: Welcome
27 Sep The Olympic and Paralympic Games: Memories
16 Ore Dinosaurs
30 Oct Space Science
8 Nov Christmas
For more information visit www.royalinail.com/starnps

6 x 1st class FSC Retail Booklet

Issue date:
25.10.2011

2012 Special Stamp Programme
FSC >

Label inside the front
cover lists the 2012
Special Stamp
Programme, with
three Olympic and
Paralympic issues.
The first public
indication of the
issue date for the
Olympic and
Paralympic Games
Definitive Stamps.
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5 Jan
The Olympic and Paralympic Games Definitive Stamps
10 Jan Roald Dahl
2 Feb The House of Windsor
6 Feb 11w Diamond Jubilee Definitive Stamps
23 Feb Britons of Distinction
8 Mar Classic Locomotives of Scotland
20 Mar Comics
10 Apr UK A—Z: Part 2
15 May Great British Fashion
31 May The Diamond Jubilee
19 June Charles Dickens
16 July The Olympic and Paralympic Games: Welcome
27 Sep The Olympic and Paralympic Games: Memories
16 Oct Dinosaurs
30 Oct Space Science
8 Nov Christmas
For more information visit www.royalmail.com/stamps

London 2012 - Torch Bearer selection
Bob Farley
Initial selection of the London 2012 Torch Bearers has taken place, and those who have
cleared the first hurdle received conditional offers on the 8th December.

Notification by mail came from Coca-Cola, with a personalised slide-out box containing a
limited edition pin. The wrapping carton is plain and franked with a HQ 46224 1st class PPI.
Sliding out the inner box reveals a personalised congratulations message [Lower left).
CO NGRATULATIONS Sa rah
WE MUNK TOT/VT <30T WHAT IT TAT.E3 TO
GE A LONDON
OLYMPIC TC,PCH6FAP EP.
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Peeling back the message, reveals the limited edition pin, in a recessed compartment of the
case [Above right}_
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Coca-Cola reinforced their congratulations message by email on the 8th December.

CONGRATULATIONS SARAH WE THINK YOU'VE GOT
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A LONDON 2012 OLYMPIC
TORCHBEARER.
We've been searching for extraordinary people; those
who have a burning passion and use it to spread
happiness and inspire others.
These are our Coca-Cola Future Flames - and you are
one of them.
You should have already received. or you will be shortly
receiving, a confirmation from us in the post
A conditional offer, along with further information from the
London Organising Committee of the Olympic and
Paralympic Games (LOCOG) will follow by email to this
address. You need to access a link on this email to
confirm your place.
Please add lonclon2012@mail.comms.london2012.com
to your safe senders list.
Be sure to loot out for another email front us too, otring
you more information about the exclusive online content
you can access by joining the Coca-Cola Future Flames
Facebook Group - so you can meet and chat with other
people like yourself
We look forward to sharing your journey as a London
2012 Olympic Torchbearer.
Congratulations again.
._
&_a

SUPPORTING

FUTURE FLAMES

ate

zero

The official Emblems or the London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games and ParalympIC Games Ltd are 12007 The
London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games and Paralympic Games Limited. AU rights resen,ed
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Weymouth and Portland 'BRING ON THE GAMES'
Bob Farley
We have a number of avid sticker / vignette collectors amongst our members, and I was very
fortunate to be in both Weymouth and Portland on July 27th, 2011 to mail S.O.C. covers.
Walking to the post office in Weymouth, I noticed the advertising boards at a newsagent
promoting a 'One Year to Go' edition of the Dorset Echo. At the counter, I noticed a 'Bring on the
Games' sticker, and after a friendly chat with the newsagent, left with two newspapers and
stickers.
I was initially disappointed to find that these were window stickers, and could not be used on the
covers that I was mailing. It was not until I retumed home late that evening that I realised the
significance of the sticker and that it was reported in the Echo.
It is often difficult to find the story behind such items, and for this reason, the report and updates
that have appeared in the Dorset Echo are reproduced below.

The design of the stickers is 109 mm in diameter,
There are at least two distinct printings of the 'Bring on The Games' sticker.
{Left} appears glossy and the red text is much brighter.
{Right} appears almost matt and the red text is dull in appearance.
The following reports mention 5,000 examples (27th. July), and 10.000 examples (21st.
September), which suggests that the quantities ordered were increased, although both types
were acquired on the 27th. July - one in Weymouth, one in Portland.
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DorsetECHO
Wednesday, 27 July 2011
• FIVE thousand free colourful stickers declaring 'Bring on the Games' are available across the
borough.
Residents and visitors to the resort are being urged to show support for the 2012 Games with
the special window sticker for cars, boats and properties.
The Dorset Echo has joined up with Team 2012 and Weymouth and Portland Chamber of
Commerce to launch the first batch of stickers to celebrate the one year to go Olympic and
Paralympic countdown.
The borough sticker has the official approval from the London Organising Committee of the
Olympic Games (LOCOG) and the International Olympic Committee.
Dorset Echo editor Toby Granville said that the Echo was proud to be part of the initiative.
Mr Granville said: "This is a fantastic opportunity for the town to get behind the Games.
"It's going to be the greatest show on Earth so we should do everything we can to embrace it so
get your free Bring on the Games sticker from your local newsagent and Echo offices and put it
in your window with pride."
President of the borough Chamber of Commerce Andy Cooke said: "It's a great team effort and
something we've always thought in the chamber would be a good thing to do.
"It's good to work with the Dorset Echo and borough council, working towards what's going to be
a great year.
"Come on board, be excited, be part of it."
Councillor Howard Legg, spokesman for special projects including the Olympics, added: "We've
got one of the best Team GB events — sailing — and this is a piece of it.
"It's great it's coming here and people should volunteer and show their enthusiasm.
"This is unique, we'll never get it again."
Sticker stockists include the Dorset Echo head office in Weymouth, council offices in Dorchester
and Weymouth, Weymouth Tourist Information Centre, plus newsagents across the borough
including Abbotsbury Road post office, Londis Westham Road,WH Smiths, Superdrug, News &
Chews, Queen of Hearts, Rock & Fudge, Castletown Stores, Portland, Chesil Beach Filling
Station, Martins at Easton, and Eastville Stores.
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Wednesday, 21 September 2011
Sticker campaign
Portland Town Mayor Ian Munro-Price, is proudly backing the Bring on the Games sticker
campaign.
He is welcoming the 2012 sailing events as an unprecedented and priceless publicity boost for
the island and has snapped up one of fantastic 10,000 window stickers produced by the Dorset
Echo, the borough's 2012 operations team, the Weymouth and Portland Chamber of Commerce
and NHS Dorset's Team Dorset Challenge.
Tuesday, 29 November 2011
A FIRST bus driver from Portland is looking
forward to next summer's Olympic and
Paralympic sailing events.
Nigel Thorne, aged 40, of Weston, has claimed
one of 10,000 Bring on the Games window
stickers produced by the Dorset Echo, in
partnership with the Weymouth and Portland
2012 Operations team, the borough's Chamber
of Commerce and NHS Dorset's Team Dorset
Challenge.
He said: "It should be good for the community.
"Hopefully it will bring more revenue in and put Weymouth and Portland on the map."
"Hopefully our sailors will do well and the home waters they've been practising on will give them
an advantage."
"It will be good, it's nice to see your home town on television so other people can see what it's
like and hopefully, in the future come here on holiday and bring more money to the borough."
"I'm going to be working shifts throughout the Games but I will probably bring my wife and kids
down to the seafront to see what's happening."

Notice for participants in the International Packet
Please ensure that the Packet is forwarded as soon as possible, and that
the Packet Manager is informed.when passed on.
Notification of mailing is very important to track the Packet.
Material for future packets is always required
- more vendors = more variety = more sales!
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London 2012 - E20 The Olympic Park
Royal Mail introduces new E20 postcode for the Olympic Park
Olympic Stadium allocated its own postcode — E20 2ST
Royal Mail today announced that a new E20 postcode
district has been introduced for the Olympic Park.
Over 100 postcodes allocated to developments being
built across the Park
Postcode to serve up to 8,000 planned homes in future
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
Royal Mail was the first postal operator to establish a
postcode system. The first postal districts were
introduced in London in 1857. Its current alpha-numeric
code system was introduced in the late 1950s.

Royal Mail's Address Management Unit, which
manages a database of over 1.75 million UK
postcodes, has introduced the new E20 postcode to
accommodate the site which falls across four London
boroughs.
The most recent new postcode district to be introduced,
prior to E20, was for the Highland community of
Morvern last year.

27 JUL'11
The stadium handstamp introduced
on 27th July, 2011 has a variable
date, and is initially in use until 26th
July, 2012.
It has been suggested that this
cancel will become a permanent
pictorial cancel after that date.

The postcode will serve five new neighbourhoods that the Olympic Park Legacy Company is
planning to create after the 2012 Games when the area will be renamed the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park.
Key venues have been allocated their own individual postcode. The main Olympic Stadium
postcode is E20 2ST.
E20 also covers neighbouring areas including the residential apartments in the Athletes Village
and the Westfield Stratford City shopping Centre which will house 400 retail units.
Stephen Agar, Royal Mail's Director of Regulated Business, said:
"It is fitting that such a significant development in London has been allocated its own easily
recognisable postcode more than 150 years after the world's first postcodes were introduced in
the Capital."
Over 100 postcodes have already been allocated to developments across the Olympic Park.
Each postcode covers up to 99 addresses. These postcodes become live on Royal Mail's
Postcode Address File® and online Postcode Finder when a property is built and ready to
receive mail.
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Initially three sectors have been introduced: E20 1, E20 2 and E20 3. These sectors have the
capacity to provide delivery postcodes for 120,000 addresses, with the option for sectors 4 — 9 to
be incorporated as the site develops in the decades to come.
Creating a new E20 postcode district will help Royal Mail's Docklands delivery office sort the mail
for delivery across the Olympic Park. It will also create a lasting legacy for London's third hosting
of the Games, and ensure that all future building developments can be accommodated within the
postcode structure.
Andrew Altman, Chief Executive of the Olympic Park Legacy Company, which will manage the
Park after the Games, said:
"This is a new postcode for a new part of London. E20 will be one of the capital's most popular
districts focused on community-living, sport and entertainment.
"Five new neighbourhoods, inspired by the best of London's design and architecture, will sit
among 250 acres of open space, 6.5km of waterways and sporting venues. The Park will be a
magnet for community sport, international events and cultural attractions."
Construction of the first new neighbourhood will commence in 2013, and from next month
developers can bid to build its 800 homes that will sit between the VeloPark and the Athletes
Village in the north-east of the Park. In total, up to 8,000 homes will be built over the next 20
years.

Notes: How the postcode works
Each part of the postcode provides step-by-step information about where the item of mail is
heading. From left to right the postcode narrows down its destination. The following table
explains how it works using the Stadium's E20 2ST postcode as an example.

Area
E

Sector
2

Unit Code
ST

This third part is the
sector and is usually
just one number. This
tells
the
delivery
office which local
or
area
the
neighbourhood
mail should go to.

The final part of the
postcode is the unit
code which is always
two
letters.
This
identifies a group of
up to 80 addresses
and tells the delivery
office which postal
route (or walk) will
deliver the item.

District
20

The first one or two The second part is
letters
the usually just one or
is
postcode area and it two numbers. This is
identifies the main the postcode district
Royal Mail sorting and tells the sorting
office
which
will office which delivery
process the mail.
office the mail should
go to.
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Following the designation of the Olympic
Park post code as London E20, a
number of special handstamps have
included this inscription.
Currently there are no post offices within
the E20 area and all of the hanstamps
illustrated were only available by mail
order from the London Special
Handstamp Centre, Royal Mail, Mount
Pleasant, Farringdon Road, London
EC1A 1BB.

................
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HS 12199
Sporting disciplines
High jump
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12191 - 27 July

12192 - 27 July

12193 - 27 July

lLondo
2012

A 41114.-)

This suggests that there will be a post office
operational within the E20 area, although it
may only be a temporary office during the
Olympic and Paralympic Games.

5 Jan 2012
10

ICKIDON VI°

\
,41
1.20 01".

12369 - 5 January

12370 - 5 January

12194 - 27 July

Publicity detailing the facilities available to
representatives of the international media
and press within the Main Press Centre
mentions postal facilities.

Y.

td-

HS 12197
Sporting disciplines
Wheelchair rugby

Please help us by returning your renewal subscription to arrive before the 31st.
January, 2012. March 2012 Torch Bearer will only be distributed to paid-up
members.
If you would like to receive the occasional email SOC newsletter, please email your
request to bob@towlard.freeserve.co.uk
London 2012 news will be distributed as it becomes available.
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London 2012 - Olympic and Paralympic definitive stamps
Wortdwiu Pr
up to 2oF

Two Olympic and two Paralympic definitive stamps will be issued on 5th January, 2012.
The designs are illustrated above.
Sheet stamps designed by Studio Dempsey, are self-adhesive and printed by De La Rue
Security Printers in gravure, size 20 x 24mm.
1st class (46p.) Worldwide 20g. (£1.10).
Norvic Philatelics http://www.norphil.co.uk/2012/01a-olympic_definitives.htm have reported that
the stamps will be available at Post Office Counters from 5 January 2012 through to 30 January
2012, when they will be replaced by the Jubilee Definitive. The Olympic Definitive will be reintroduced at Post Offices on the 27 June 2012 when a Generic Sheet will also be issued.
JE

First Day and Special Handstamps

se4NEN Pr
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Royal Mail maintain their bizarre selection of
locations for First Day cancels by selection of
'LANDS END' - appropriate to the arrival of the
Olympic torch in May, but of no relevance to this
issue.
TAue,

No

5.1.2011

GAMEs

Londo
2012
5 Jan 2012
0
ICNDON V20
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Sheet stamps are printed in panes of 25 (5 x 5) stamps with altemating designs, horizontally and
vertically..
The first class sheet consists of two panes, 25 Olympic and 25 Paralympic designs.
The Worldwide sheet is a single pane of 25 stamps. Two versions will exist,
13 x Olympic and 12 x Paralympic designs;
12 x Olympic and 13 x Paralympic designs.
The 1st class stamps will also be issued in booklet format.
The inside front cover labels vary. One shows the Key Dates for London 2012, the other includes
a quote from Seb Coe.
The booklet stamps are printed by Walsall Security Printers.

'Key dates' booklet, pane layout:

0 P 0
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Key dates for London 2012
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'London's vision' booklet, pane layout:

P 0 P
0 P 0
"London's vision is to reach young
people all around the world, to
connect them with the inspirahonal
power of the Comex, so Mai they
are inspired to choose

*OH.
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Royal Mail included a video clip of booklet production in theie press release on the
internet. This clearly shows that the two types of booklet are printed side by side.

London 2012
Olympic and
Paralympic Games
Coin Cover

Other products available:

Official First Day Cover envelope;
Presentation Pack
Stamp cards (set of 4)
Souvenir Coin cover. (Illustrated above).
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London 2012 - Rack Postcards

Official postcards have at last
started to appear on some
postcard racks of shops around
London_
The cards are published by The
Art Group, a division of Pyramid
International and two of the
designs* are common to cards
in the packs of post-cards listed
in the last issue.
Postcards available as single
cards from racks:
29 JUtle 1 9
4 9 14 AUGUST

L0

D 0 N
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31MI

IxT.4.71
tot W.{
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■•••■e/enst ft* .1.1,

AMAMI,

31590 Olympic Logo, Union Jack
31592 Mandeville, Beefeater
31593 Wenlock, Guardsman
31596 Pictograms *
31599 London 1948 poster *

These single cards differ from those in
the packs.
The reference numbers are a different
sequence_
The hologram appears on each card_
The backs include colour printing (logo).
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The 17th World Olympic Collectors Fair, Chicago
Mark Maestrone
The 17th edition of the World Olympic Collectors Fair arrived in Chicago, Illnois from August 4-7,
2011. Held in the spacious Donald E. Stephen Convention Center in Rosemont, this was the
show's debut in the U.S. It proved a wonderful host at which to expose American sports
collectors to Olympic philately, memorabilia and numismatics.
As part of the gigantic National Sports Collectors Convention (NSCC), which attracted around
45,000 buyers and sellers, the Fair was accorded its own Olympic Pavilion. The Olympic
Collectors Club, as organizers of the Fair, rounded up some 100 Olympic pin and memorabilia
dealers from the U.S., Canada, Europe and Asia.
Sports Philatelists International (SPI) contributed a philatelic flavour to the Fair by assembling
eight philatelic exhibits from the U.S. and Europe.
The significance of the World Olympic Collectors Fair being held in the U.S. for the first time was
recognised by the attendance of Gerhard Heiberg, IOC member and Chairman of the Olympic
Philatelic, Numismatic and Memorabilia Commission, and Peter Zeytoonjian, USOC Managing
Director of Consumer Products and Licensing.
Visitors were encouraged to visit the Olympic Pavilion and dealers by an SPI offer of a free
Olympic pin. To claim their gift, an attendee had to vote for their favourite philatelic exhibit.

p

jr ,P.12. Olympic P.:1\117:1071

if] P1a11
Get your FREE Olympic pin*
and enter your name in the
daily door prize drawing!

41
\Ill Otvmpic (deo.
ChitaZ August 2011

* See reverse for details.
The 'postcard' format (and weight), invitation and ballot card issued to visitors to enourage a
visit to the Olympic Pavillion.
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Over the duration of the show, some 300 collectors cast ballots - probably the first time most of
them had ever seen a stamp exhibit!
After tabulating the votes, the winner of the most popular exhibit was Patricia Ann Loehr with her
colourful, appealing four-frame exhibit "On Course For Golf." A very nice prize - A book on the
Olympic Winter Games - was presented by the IOC.
Other participating philatelic exhibits were:
Glenn Estus (USA): "1980 Lake Placid Olympic Winter Games."
Mark Maestrone (USA): "Olympic Retrospective: The 1984 Games of Los Angeles" & "Men's
Gymnastics: Dressed to Win."
Pasquale Polo (Italy): "It's Football? Yes it's American Football."
Karl Rathjen (Germany): "Olympic Games 1896 - 1932."
Andrew Urushima (USA): "Spoiled by War: The Games of the Xllth Olympiad."
Valentino Vannelli (Italy): "Baseball & Softball Meters."
An important innovation at this Fair was a multilateral collaboration that enhanced attendance
while helping to offset the cost of the show to both organizers and participants.
SPI dealt with the U.S. Postal service with an invitation to take a booth, and designed a special
pictorial cancel to be applied during the show at the USPS booth.
Olympin Collectors Club obtained permission from the IOC to create a P-Stamp (personalized
stamp) reproducing the Fair's logo and printed by Zazzle. Under an agreement with USPS,
Zazzle's privately printed stamps are recognised as valid postage. These Zazzle stamps were
offered to collectors by Olympin on official IOC envelopes, with the show cancel.
SPI expanded the P-Stamp idea onlearning that Dick Fosbury, 1968 Olympic high jump gold
medalist would be in attendance at the show and signing autographs. Dick Fosbury was
contacted and readily agreed to the production of 400 Zazzle stamps bearing his likeness.
So how did USPS find their attendance at the show? They did not sell many stamps from their
own stock, but they did cancel a great deal of mail, most of which bypassed the mail stream
completely generating pure profit. What they lacked in stamp sales was more than compensated
for by the acceptance and mailing of packages as many out-of-town attendees mailed their
purchases to avoid the hassle of carrying purchases home with them. Postmaster Jim Wizniak
said that if he had known how busy the booth would be, he would have brought in the larger
USPS mobile post office, which is equipped with a POS terminal that would have allowed the
operation of value enhanced services such as registered and express mail. An opportunity
missed.
Olympin and SPI received a tangible benefit in gaining some new members, and aquainting
visitors with Olympic collectibles.
The Olympin Collectors Club banquet with guest speakers provided the social highlight for the
show.
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17th World Olympic Collectors Fair Cacheted Covers
& special US Postal Service postmark (Aug. 4-7)
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Fosbury Zazzle stamp (Limited
edition of 400 stamps)
Single mint stamp: US$ 4.00

.004

ORS FAIR sr,0704,

Single on cover: US$ 4.00
Set of 4 covers
(all dates): US$ 14.00

ROS€1401ft. It 600111

Also available with Dick
Fosbury's autograph signed
during the Olympic Fair.

:011

US$ 25.00

woRlD OrrAgpt,
cov,WORS FAIR 5r4r,04,

Negro Leagues
Baseball stamp US$ 3.00
(Very limited quantity remaining)

AOSFAIN/T, w16001D

.so *OP 1-0 OiYmp,
cF
oNxtctottS FAIR Sr4,

Olympin Club Zazzle stamp
reproducing the Fair logo on official
IOC stationery with Fair postmark.
US$ 3.00

ROSIMOIft. It Ana

O

Note: Individual covers may vary in
appearance from illustrations.
Prices are postpaid to US
addresses. Please email to
conform availability and postage
cost to overseas addresses.
E-mail orders: markspi@prodigy.net. Payment by PayPal: "treasurer©sportsstamps.org"
Mail orders: US$ cheque to: SPI, 2824 Curie Place, San Diego CA 92122 USA
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London 2012 - PPI Items
Bob Farley

IN

ROYAL MAIL

Postal Paid Impressions have been used by
Official Sponsors, Partners, Suppliers etc. for
many of the more recent celebrations of

POSTAGE PAID GB
HQ 101

the Olympic Games to promote their corporate support and relationship with the Organising
Committee. Examples after 1988 are more plentiful, but are still quite challenging to find. The
apparent scarcity of earlier items is partially due to the fact that when PPI items first appeared
they were shunned by philatelists as they threatened the use of traditional postage stamps and
franking meters. It is not surprising that the majority of items were probably filed in the
convenient waste paper basket in the comer of the room or under the desk.
Times and opinions have changed.
The Sydney 2000 Olympic Games saw an incredible increase in the use of PPI items, and as
this coincided with increased interest from a small group of collectors, many of these were either
described or illustrated and recorded (although not fully published).
Australian collectors set an initial standard, which others have attempted to maintain, but not
from within the collecting fraternity of the host country, which severely limited their activities information was extremely difficult to obtain, and relied on chance discoveries.
These items of perceived low (or no) value, are often considered as prize items by those who
have been fortunate enough to find them.
With the scene set as described above, a small group of us within S.O.C. agreed during the bid
and candidature periods of the London 2012 Olympic Games to try and create a record of the
PPI items that commemorate or promote the XXXth Olympic Games.
Reliance on others, with access to substantial volumes of commercial mail is a governing factor
in becoming aware of the existence of these items, and we have been very fortunate in finding a
small number of regular contributors of both information and examples.
Australian collectors were fortunate as many of the corporate users of PPI items responded to
requests for information, possibly because the use was at local level and a contact within the
local office could be found. In Great Britain, we have not been so fortunate, possibly because
use is generally at national level, and finding an interested contact within a central office is
proving impossible.
Recording the PPI items for London 2012 has been further complicated by changes in postal
regulations. The PPI has traditionally recorded the number of the license from the postal
administration (Royal Mail) under which it was produced. Royal Mail are no longer the sole
provider of mail delivery services to corporations, so an increased number of PPI's exist. It is
now common practise for a corporation to award the mailing service of specific mailing
campaigns by competetive tender (and regularly change their provider).
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The following illustrations are composites to include the corporate identity, PPI and London 2012
graphic.

ROYAL MAIL

Deloitte

POSTAGE PAID 08
HO 13213

Right:
Example of Royal Mail, 1st class PPI

vs

Below:
Example of Royal Mail, 2nd class PPI
Advanced Mail'.

4.1C.

la

Advanced Mail
Second Class
AAAH-ASRG-RRTZ

eDF
ENERGY

ROYAL MAIL
POSTAGE PAID GB
PLYMOUTH 2

xmlf pinta:04 prarimEr

Bringing it all together
for London 2012

BT
oincsnl parMar

Above: Example of TNT post, PPI

Bringing it all together
for London 2012

BT
&final poriner

WALKSORT
Above: Example of TNT post, 'WALKSORT' PPI

Lloyds TSB

I for the journey...

UKMail.
eximpapmm2ft&mell

Example of UKMailt, PPI
criStird banking and

trwrpncy ism-ftur
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BT - British Telecom
Reference number.

Format

Service provider

BT P30 56-WS (09.98)

C5, window, landscape.

TNT Walksort

BT

Bringing it all together
for London 2012

BT

Bringing it all together
for London 2012

•

11EX post

Moving Business?
Call 0800 400 400
Moving Home?
Call 0800 800 150
Tell us Early
To be opened by addressee only

. I. 11 CI,

BT P3056 (01.09) exists in two
distinct varieties.
The top of the 2012 logo is either
shaded or unshaded.

BT PHME 60213
BT PHME 63088
BT BT0183/3
BT P3056 (01.09)
BT P3006 (10.09)
BT P3007 (03.11)
BT P3008 (03.11)
BT0183/0511/TNT

C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, portrait.

TNT Premier
TNT Premier
TNT
TNT
TNT
TNT
TNT
TNT

C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
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Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd

EDF - EDF Energy
E2CLFR
E2CLG
E2CLH
E2CLL
R26TGB.DM.DSI.05.10N1
DM 32.IH.DSI. 01/10v2

Format

Service provider

DM51.IH.DS1.06/10

C5, window, landscape.

Royal Mail 2nd

R26.1H.AG.06/10.V1
DM77.AIS.10S.11/10
DM51.2nd.IH.10S.02/11
DM51.1sLIOS.03/11
R1026.IH.MBA.05/11.v1
MBA-STA-027-1208
MBA-STA-028-1208

C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
DL, window, landscape
DL, plain, landscape

Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 1st
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 1st
Royal Mail 1st

Reference number.

V

Advanced Mail
Second Class
AAAH-ASRG-RRTZ

eDF
EDEPIGY

ROYAL MAIL
POSTA. 0.10 01.

F.LYMOlnlit

Join TEAM ENERGY visit teamgreenbritain.org
WIWI"

k •■, '"4141611
■
41111111.1

Id00
!:j

MV hPlp you xcve 4 tom e

om on dredu m yDOr household WI Ilviup to Dee

YOUR STATEMENT IS ENCLOSED

EDF E2CLG

—4 ROYAL MAIL1

YOUR Dit IS ENCLOSED

Seeboard Energy
,Iciar for Business

41
1Nra.

WSMEB
EDF - EDF Energy Candidature period.
SEEBOARD ENERGY Part of EDF Energy
WSMEB

DL, reuseable envelope for
bill distribution and return payment.
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Royal Mail 2nd

Reference number.

Format

Service provider

C5, window, landscape.
C4, window, portrait.

Royal Mail 1st
Royal Mail 1st

Deloitte
No reference No.
No reference No.

ROYAL MAIL

Deloitte.

POSTAGE P013 Cl
HO 114,

Private and Confidential

••••■••••■••••••••

1* Am Olbova ••■•■••.....ms ammo.

Lloyds TSB
No reference No. 'For the journey...'
M5843/0209
9207/1209

C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.
C4, window, portrait.

UKMail
Royal Mail 2nd
Royal Mail 1st

LOCOG - London Organizing Committee for the Olympic Games
LOCOG have used PPI's with
the Licence HQ 2012. The
indicia was initially applied by
inked 'stamp' onto envelopes.
The 1st class stamp is known to
have been replaced by printed
self adhesive labels.

ROYAL MAIL
POSTAGE PAO GU
30 SO, 2

1st and 2nd class 'stamped' PPI's.

1st class
printed PPI.

Proctor and Gamble
No reference No.

C5, window, landscape.
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securedmail

Your chance to WIN a pair
of OPENING CEREMONY
tickets to the London 2012
Olympic Games!

Proctor and Gamble
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Royal Mail

If undeliyonost pie... return to Royal Mall
Tahents House, Z1 South Gyto Cresmot.
EDINBURGH. Stottand Ei412 9PH

tam*. If i
.00
it till

111t11111.14 USU11011 MANUFACTUFING

MI Robert Wilcock
?4 MamiRon Ctescent
Walley
BRENTWOOD
k-ssex
(M14 SF

5tR76.41 /Irv( 1/A:00/026220167132

Royal Mad. the Cruciform and the colour red are registered trade marks of Royal Man Group Ltd.
coltectiorrs 09 Royal May Group Ltd 2010_ AR rights reserved.

Reference number.

Format

Service provider

we're celebrating London 2012
with a Special Stamp issue.
(2005 announcement).

C5, window, landscape.

Royal Mail 1st

Collections Winter 2010
Collections Summer 2010
First 27 July 2011 issue

210 x 210mm booklet.
210 x 210mm booklet.
210 x 148mm booklet.

Royal Mail 1st
Royal Mail 1st
Royal Mail 1st

Thanks go to: A. Armstrong, B. Wilcock, S. May and K. Cook for the supply of information
and items used in compiling this initial list of London 2012 PPI items.
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Royal Mail Special Delivery.

Large panoramic 'slide our card of
London skyline with Wembley Stadium.

Royal Mail 1st

4361A 11/07
4351B 07/08

C5, window, landscape.
C5, window, landscape.

Royal Mail 2nd
TNT post

4361A 03.09
24304 06/11

C5, window, landscape.
Advertising card.

Royal Mail 2nd
UKMail

Scottish Widows

antneo. p.m. • sen•

il
'

WIN an exclusive London 2012 Games
Opening Ceremony experience
This once•tn a-lifetime experience includes.
Opening Ceremony tickets to you and a guest to the
London 2012 Olympic or araal,,,, lines
OtympLan Rowe Sint MK as your host for the event

Ilnet accommodstloo old noaptaity
rew.estottishendornen.u1./2012conspetillon to enter
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PyeongChang Olympic Winter Games 2018
Selection of the venue for the 2018 Olympic Winter Games took place at the 123rd IOC Session
held in Durban, South Africa on July 6th, 2011.
On it's third attempt as a
candidate PyeongChang,
South Korea was selected
on the first round of voting.

*

* *

*

PyeongChang
Munich
Annecy

63
25
7

Selected
Runner-up

44"

0Q9

PY490119Chang 2018
CANDIDATE CITY

Annecy 2018
MUNCHEN 2018
Candidate City

1

Proong
\2ct1t 8. 3
it St •?:

The selection was celebrated by the
issue of a single 250 Won stamp on
03.08.2011.
The stamp was issued in sheets of
sixteen values with an illustrated vertical
gutter.

25C)
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Pin Themes
By Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
INTRODUCTION
With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders.
Described as the "largest spectator sport of the Games", Olympic pins have existed for over 100
years and have been traded among athletes and officials for almost the entire time. Spectators,
the media and sponsors have been involved for well over 30 years. To help British collectors "get
up to speed" with this area of Olympic collecting, two longtime, expert collectors are writing and
editing a series of articles on pin collecting for The Torch Bearer. Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
have been to the Olympics 25 times between them. They have published articles and given talks
on pin collecting in various forums to collectors and sponsor VIPs all over the world. They have
managed pin trading centers for Games Organizing Committees and Coca Cola for every
Olympics since 1998. Both are members of the International Society of Olympic Historians. For
this article, they have once again enlisted the excellent web site of Paul Mc Gill, one of the
earliest, most knowledgeable and active collectors of London 2012 pins. Many of the images of
London pins for this article come from his website http://www.londonpins.co.uk./ . We suggest
you check it out. In addition, since Olympic pin themes are often thought up by pin collectors, we
surveyed the pin collecting community as to what themes they know of or collect themselves. We
received numerous, thoughtful responses from all over the world and, in one case, scans. For
this we thank all of the collectors who got back to us and a special thank you to Jim Goddard of
Colorado in the USA for his scans.
WHAT IS A PIN THEME
A pin theme is different from a pin category. We covered categories in the last issue of the
Torch Bearer. Categories describe which entity issues a group of pins. Some of the more
collected categories are retail, sponsor, NOC, government and the like. Themes are different.
They are pins from a category or a number of categories that focus on the content of the pin.
They feature a recurrent idea or subject. A couple of examples are mascots and countdown pins.
Early on, pin licensees saw the value of producing some of their pins for sale to the public with a
common theme to encourage collectors to become attracted to more than random pins. If people
saw a subject common to a group of pins the "completist" gene possessed by many collectors
would stimulate them to want the "whole set".
This strategy has worked as millions of pins are sold for a given Olympic Games and many,
based on the hundreds of collections I have seen, center on themes. Pin licensees are always in
search of the next hot theme that will grab people's' interest. Finding it is an art more than a
science.
One of the best examples of this is the "Food Group" pins from Salt Lake City 2002. Aminco, the
pin licensee, put out a small number of pins featuring quirky popular foods enjoyed by the
residents of Utah. Among these is Green Jell-O. For reasons that are unclear, this pin and its
early brothers became a sensation. Aminco kept up the momentum by issuing many more Jell-O
themed pins and pins depicting almost any food one could think of. What pizza and a grilled
cheese sandwich have to do with a WinterOlympics is beyond us but it sold pins and provided
additional revenue for the licensee and the Games.
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In addition to the themes created by pin licensees that many collectors are taken with and
actively pursue, individual collectors have carved out themes that are interesting and
important to them personally. Many continue their interest past their first Olympic Games
experience. They continue to pursue pins with their favorite themes from other games they
attend or manage to get in other ways; both past and future. This article could go on forever if
we tried to cover all the themes we know. Instead, we will cover what we consider the most
popular and interesting ones.
POPULAR PIN 'THEMES CREATED BY LICENSEES
Logos and Posters
The first commercial pin produced for an Olympics was a pin featuring the games logo for
Stockholm 1912. Obviously every subsequent Games pin producer has produced pins with
their Games logo on many pins. This is probably the most prolific theme pin produced and
almost every category of pins features these logos. At least as far back as 1984, pin
licensees have produced sets of pins featuring all past logos and posters from prior games.
Many collectors will try to get original, older primary logo pins and the sets produced by a
current Games licensee.

Stockholm 1912

Seoul 1988

London 2012

Montreal 1976
OLYMPIC GAMES

OLYPINCOANIS

London
1908
(modern)

Atlanta 1996
poster set
gc-.1
0 Pi .0 O Iii
Athens 2004
poster set

0 000
Atlanta 1996
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Mascots
Olympic mascots have been around since at least 1968 and some
historians argue that the dog "Smokey", who was the mascot of all the
athletes in the 1932 Olympic Village in Los Angeles, is the first true
mascot. In any case, mascots are important part of the ambiance of
the games. They engage young people, create photo opportunities
and generate revenue by appearing on all types of licensed
merchandise. Pins with mascots are probably the second most
prolific theme after Logos. They are featured alone, doing sports,
celebrating holidays, hanging out at famous sites and connecting with
the environment to name a few. They are found in almost all
categories of pins. They are especially popular on commercial and
partner Dins_

Mischa Moscow 1980
Countdown

Hodori Seoul 1988

Phevos Athens 2004

Waldi Munich 1972

Wenlock London 2012

Prior to Sydney, countdown pins did exist but the 2000 Games took
these to a new level of popularity_ Australians got into pins early and
countdown pins were a great way to keep them engaged. The first
countdown pin for these Games was a commercial pin produced
commemorating 1000 days to go_ This pin was produced before pins
became popular so as people got involved, this pin was sold out It
became the holy grail of early collectors and its value soared to 500
(pounds sign please). Sharp pin licensees began producing pins with
years to go, days to go, nights to go, weeks to go, sleeps to go,
months to go, etc Countdown themes also began appearing on other
categories of pins like media and sponsor pins and have been seen in
every edition of the Games since Sydney.

1000 days

899 sleeps

80 weeks

2 years
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9 days

There were also countdown pins produced by the Organizing Committee, Sponsors and the
Media.

years to 90
years
t090

Holidays, Occasions and Seasons
In the run up to the Games, licensees issue pins at these times to help build interest in their
products. Atlanta, 1996, was the first Games to do this in a big way and they were a huge
success with local collectors. The first one was for Halloween and pictured their mascot
"Izzy" carrying a Pumpkin. It reached a price of about 200 (POUNDS) and was followed by a
whole slew of pins with this theme. Birthday, Anniversary, Christmas, seasons and any many
others were produced and gobbled up by eager fans_
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Sports, Pictograms, and Venues
Since the Olympic Games are primarily about sports, pins with this theme are very popular.
Classic athletes, mascots and pictograms (used for many years on signs without wwriting)
have been depicted participating in every Olympic sport as have venues that host these
sports. In addition to Commercial pins, sponsor, NOC and NGBs produce these pins.
Collectors might try to get a set of commercial pins with every mascot doing a sport or
perhaps concentrate on one sport like football and try to get every football themed pin. This
could include all commercial and sponsor pins with a soccer theme. FIFA pins, NOC and
NGB pins from the teams competing in the tournaments, venues where the matches are
held and the like.
Pins for London 2012 depicting sports, pictograms
and venues. There will be many more to come

170fterworromo‘i

Customs and Culture of the Host City, Famous Sites, Locations and the Like
Both proud citizens of the host nation and
visitors wishing to bring home a souvenir of
the Country and City hosting the games are
attracted to these pins.
Some current 2012 pins we find attractive
as people coming to the Games from the
USA
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Welcoming Those From Other Nations and Regions
Visitors from other places like to show pride and support athletes from their nation as do
locals that may have come from somewhere else or have roots in other countries. Pin
Licensees have been happy to accommodate them with pins that allow these people to show
their allegiance to these places.
The selection of these pins is currently limited but should grow as the
Games approach.

Important Events Associated With the Games
At the closing of an Olympics, the next host nation accepts the Olympic Flag_ Pin licensees
recognize this event with pins called bridge or handover pins_ Cultural events, the Torch
Relay, Opening and Closing Ceremonies. meetings, hospitality events to name a few, are all
a part of the overall impression a games leaves in the memories of those lucky enough to
experience them. There are pins for all of these events.
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The five pins illustrated
are
from
previous
games as similar pins
for London have not yet
been produced.

Torch
relay
2000

Cultural
Olympiad
1996

Opening
ceremony
1992

Closing
ceremony
1998

Opening
until
Closing
2008

THEMES CREATED BY COLLECTORS
One of the nice things about this hobby is that everyone can decide what they want to collect.
The size and content of any given collection is completely up to the individual collector. Many
collectors stick with one category of pins while others diversify. One of the most interesting
areas of collecting to us is those collections that define their own themes. We asked
collectors all over the world what themes they collected and in addition to the ones
mentioned above, many collectors have defined their own themes for one games only or
spanning a number of games. Below are some of the more interesting themes we came
across:
Pins that represent sports or events that are being added to the games for the first time
Sponsor pins that have the sponsors name, games logo AND mascots on them. One
Collector has over 6000 with all 3 elements on each and every pin
One collector, a former pole vaulter and executive in a health care firm, collects pole vault
pins and pins with medical related themes like sponsors who make medical items, staff pins
for medical personnel, sponsors who sell health insurance and the like. He also collects pins
related to film, the environment and pins depicting Holidays and the 4 seasons
Another collector collects pins with email addresses or websites on them.
One NOC collector only collects NOC pins that are undated. Another only collects the NOC
pin of a country the first time it competes at a Games.
Some collectors specialize in a single sport_ One collector reported he has about 750 diving
pins but his friend has over 2000 table tennis pins.
One collector specializes in Olympic pins with hot air balloons on them. He collects others
that are in the shape of license plates and still others in the shape of guitars.
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Some collectors concentrate on any pin that has food as a theme including those produced for
sale at retail„ staff and corporate categories
One person in the financial world collects any pin, mostly sponsors that have anything on them
relating to money and finance.
One person trades with youngsters and is especially happy when they have a pin that has
nothing to do with the Olympics. Most people will not trade an Olympic pin for say a scouting pin
or a pin from a city but this person does. He has a lot of pins from older games purchased at a
very good price. He told us: "The smile on the face of the youngster and the gratitude of the
parents who saw their child turned down multiple times makes these trades as meaningful as any
I make".
One of our favorites is the person who collects everything to do with football at a given Olympics.
He wants NOC pins from every country that has a team or official in the tournaments, any pin
with football equipment or football being played, pins of all the venues holding matches, flag pins
of the teams and officials involved FIFA pins and team pins.
Frankly there are probably more but our memories fail us here.
As you can see, the variety is unending and that is one of the things that makes the hobby so
much fun. A pin that holds very little interest for one person might be the same pin that makes
another person's day.
We hope they meet and make a trade. Both will be winners.

Grenoble - 2018 Candidate
Not all communities
are fully supportive of
the candidature of their
city or region as a
potential host of an
Olympic Games.
This postcard from the
Grenoble
region
carries the message
"We do not want a
Grenoble candidacy
for the Olympic Games
of 2018.".
The wish of the
publishers came true
when Annecy was
selected ahead of
Grenoble as the
French candidate.
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Sochi Olympic Winter Games 2014
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Mrasnaya Palgana is the only
shi resort at the Black Sea
coast Its popularity is
to a considerable degree
due to the location and
the climate, special snow
structure and the forming
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)0(11 OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES IN SOCHI
Russia has embraced a policy previously used in the
promotion of the 1980 Moscow Olympic Games, by the issue
of a series of stamps 'Russian Black Sea Coast Tourism'
linked to the hosting of the XXII Olympic Winter Games.
Designs of the four stamps showcase attractions of the area.
Each stamp has a setenant descriptive label, and to ensure
maximum exposure there are six versions of the labels in
different languages.

Krasnaga Pelona es el Unto
balneano de esgui eastern,
on ta caste del Mar Negro.
Es muy popular debit Carta a su
irrnejorable situation geografica
corm a su dem as) cam a la
particular esoustura de su mew
y al leiieve del maxizo rriontallosa
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The series was issued in small sheets containg a set of the four designs of 15P, 20P, 25P, and
30P. Values with label text in one language. A complete set of six sheets is required to represent
all stamp / label combinations. The alternative labels for the 15P. value are illustrated above.
From top to bottom the languages are: Russian, English, French, German, Spanish and
Chinese.
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The text of the labels is reproduced below:
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Kranaya Polyana is the only
ski resort at the Black Sea
coast. It's popularity is
to a considerable degree
due to the location and
the climate, special snow
structure and the forming
mountain mass terrain.

The Marine terminal building
built in 1955 by K.S. Alabyan
and L.B. Karlik is topped
with a 71 meter steepled
tower. Sculptures embodying
seasons and cardinal
points are set above
the tower's three tiers.

The Bolshoy Akhun mountain (663m
above the sea level) is the top point of
the Akhun mountain group located
between the Masesta
and the Khosta river valleys.
In 1936, a 30-meter Romanesque
watchtower was erevted
on the mountain's peak.
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Volkonskiy Dolmen is a unique
megalithic landmark located
in Lazarevskoye forestry
of the Sochi national park.
It is the only surviving
monolithic dolmen in the
Caucasus and is protected
by the state.

A first day of issue postmark for 27.09.2011
was available from Moscow and Sochi.
Moscow version illustrated.

The series was also issued in small sheets containg six copies of a single design, allowing all
language versions of a single stamp design to appear on one sheet.
The 15P. Single value, multi-lingual sheet is illustrated on the following page.
To compliment the 'Tourism' stamp issue, a pack containing twelve postal stationery cards was
also issued. Photographic views of three of the stamp designs are accompanied by nine further
attractions (including the ski slopes).
For collectors, the 'complete' issue is represented by:
Series of 6 x 4 value sheets;
Series of 4 x 6 single value sheets.
The 'innovative' formats in which the stamps were issued requires the collector to purchase 24
sets.
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Krasnaga Polona t5 the only
slit resort at the Black Sea
coast. Its popularity .s
to a considerable degree
due to the location and
the climate. special snow
structure and the forming
mountain mass terrain.
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de is Her Norte. Sa situation
geographigue et son rlimat.
la structure parbrullere des
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Krasnaga Polgana ist
der einzige Winterktrort
der SchwarzmewkOste
Er ist beruhmt he seine
geografische :age end sem
Klima, den besonderen
Schnee and die hohen
Berge rood um den Kurort.
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The multi-ligual six stamp sheet for the 15P. value.

The numismatic programme for
Sochi 2014 is also underway
with the 25 Rouble coin
illustrated in circulation.
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The common design of the
back of the postal
stationery cards.
Undenominated 'B' rate
Postal indicia.

Leisure skiing on the slopes.

Front of the pack of 12 postal
stationery cards.
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The remaining
designs of the
postal
stationery
cards.
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A set of three 25R. stamps were issued on 03.10.2011 with cross-country skiing, ski jumping
and short track speed skating designs.
Stamps were issued in sheetlets of eight values with a central label (3 x 3 format).
First day postmarks were available for Moscow and Sochi.
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Book Reviews
Bob Wilcock
Stamps of Summer Olympic Games: Volume II—Part 2a— Western Africa
by Vasilis Agrafiotis, Athens 2011
This book is another bright, all colour listing of stamps relating to
the Olympic Games. ancient and modem, compiled by SOC
member Vasilis Agrafiotis. It follows on from Volume I (Europe)
and Volume II Part 1—Northern Africa and is in the same
paperback format, 17cm x 24cm, with a stiff card cover. It is in
both Greek and English throughout, and almost every stamp and
miniature sheet mentioned is illustrated in colour Michel, Scott
and Yvert numbers are given, but not Stanley Gibbons. However
these countries are notorious for having stamps issued in their
name by philatelic agencies. Some of these may be numbered in
Michel, but not in other catalogues, and Vasilis also indicates
stamps that are definitely "unofficial". As he rightly comments,
these stamps may have little postal validity, but they are collected
and so are listed: it is up to each collector to decide what to
include in their personal collection. The catalogue is particularly
valuable in these respect—these issues are seldom listed or
illustrated elsewhere.
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While it is without doubt the best illustrated catalogue yet
published, it does rely on the illustrations to indicate the subject of each stamp, and at times
explanatory text would be helpful. especially where stamps portray Olympians, and medal
winners in particular.
The book is available directly from the author. Vasilis Agrafiotis, Gymnastiriou 3. Athens
17235, Greece, actrafiotisvgvahoo.qr. Orders and enquiries about this and the previous
volumes should be addressed to him If you would like to see the book before purchasing a
copy please contact our librarian. Kenny Cook: Vasilis has kindly donated a copy to the
library.
Olympic Games through a lens by Time Out Guides Ltd, 2011
This title actually covers two publications. The first is a 224page paperback book, with a photo on almost every page,
and is a survey of the Olympic Games from 1896 to 2008. It
focuses on the ceremonies and on the key athletes and
performances for each Games. It is what it says it is. a
snapshot selection. with interesting text supporting or
explaining each image. Full price is £12.99. but it is
available on Amazon at the time of writing for £7.01, and at
that price it is a very good buy.
Accompanying the book is a booklet comprising a selection of twenty photographs from the
book, reproduced as postcards. The twenty cover a wide range. but inevitably, not every
summer Games. The first card is of Frederick Winters of the USA. competing in the Dumbbells contest, there are two of 1908 and two of 1948. The book includes LOCOG Chairman
Seb Coe in Moscow in 1980, but his photo is not reproduced as a postcard. The appeal of
the cards and the book is international. The full price is £7.50, or £3.45 on Amazon.
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Born out of Wenlock by Catherine Beale
A cunning title. chosen to attract attention. is a clue to Catherine's
style: a well-researched book such as this could be somewhat
dry. but it has a lively start, and reads well throughout

BORN OUT OF

W ENLOCK

Catherine has two aims. Firstly to tell the story of the Wenlock
Olympian Games from their foundation by William Penny Brookes
to his death shortly before the first Olympic Games of the modern
era in Athens in 1896, and secondly to give a balanced overview
to the importance of Penny Brookes and the Wenlock Games in
the formation of the modern Olympic movement. She looks at
the "sleight of hand" by de Coubertin in dislocating Brookes from
the Olympic story. and on the other hand puts the sometimes
over-optimistic claims of Much Wenlock into proper context.
It is a fascinating story. the key moment of which is de
Coubertin's visit to Much Wenlock in 1890. and the book gives a
different insight into the foundation of the Olympic movement.
She does not lose sight of the Wenlock Olympian Games themselves, and there is a
detailed appendix of biographies of athletes who competed from 1850 to 1895, supported
by a list of officials. The book is of value to family histonans as well as Olympic historians
therefore, but above all is a good read.
It is published by The Derby Books Publishing Co. Ltd (www dbpublishino co uk) at £12.99
(Amazon £9.09)
The British Olympics: Britain's Olympic heritage 1612-2012 by Martin Polley
The latest book in the English Heritage
-Played in Britain" series includes a chapter
on the Wenlock Olympian Games. but it
starts with the Cotswold Olympick Games
first known to have been held in the 1620s
but possibly going back to 1612 (though the
introductory chapter looks back to ancient
Greece). There is a chapter on the littleknown Liverpool Olympic Festivals of the
1860s, another on the National Olympian
Association, Ernest Ravenstein and the
German Gymnastic Society, another on the
Morpeth Olympic Games which survived until
the 1950s
There is a chapter on de Coubertin and the
British followed by excellent overviews of the
London 1908 and 1948 Games. Stoke
Mandeville and the Paralympics. and an
unusual look at how British Olympians are celebrated and remembered around the country.
SOC members are amongst the contributors. and the book is profusely illustrated in colour
throughout. I recommend it.
It is £17.99 post paid from www plavedinbritain.co.uk/books/the-british-olympics.php
(Amazon £12.63 at the time of writing)
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Sochi 2014 - Issues from Russian Republics
The political structure of Russia is complex, with varying types of federal sub-division. The most
autonomous of these sub-divisions is a republic, of whih there are twenty-one.
Republics differ from other federal subjects in that they have the right to establish their own
official language and have their own constitution.
It is not surprising that a number of stamp issues have appeared that purport to represent issues
from the republics. Collectors (and catalogue editors) must make their own decisions about the
status of these issues. At least two such issues have appeared that promote the Sochi Olympic
Winter Games.

Altai Republic
Altai Republic / Altay Respublika is a federal subject of Russia (a
republic). Its capital is the town of Gorno-Altaysk.
The area of the republic is 92,600 square kilometers (35,800 sq mi).
Population: 206,195 (2010 Census preliminary results).
1110 Altai Republic

Bashkiria Republic
The Republic of Bashkortostan, also known as Bashkiria is a federal
subject of Russia (a republic). It is located between the Volga River and
the Ural Mountains. Its capital is the city of Ufa. Population: 4,072,102
(2010 Census preliminary results).
Common design vignettes are used on both illutrated issues.
Gummed perforated, and self adhesive formats have been advertised for Altai.
Perforated, imperforated, circular self adhesive, and single design miniature sheets have been
advertised for Bashkiria, together with numbered proofs..
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The existence of these items present collectors with a dilemma. The designs are attractive,
the republic has some autonomy. Are they issued by the republic? Are these postage
stamps? Are they local stamps? Do they have any postal use? Are they simply vignettes?
Any information regarding the status of these 'issues' would be very welcome.
Individual collectors must make their own decision based on their own criteria (including the
cost!)
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC COLLECTORS

Membership starts on election, of which applicants will be notified, and will last for one
calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current year will be sent to
members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates
are half of the adult rate until the 18th birthday.
All applications should be made to the Secretary.

Subscription rates for 2012 are:
U.K. £14.00; Europe, £17.00 (€ 24, $US 35).
Outside Europe, £19.00 (€ 27, $US 39, $AU 42)
Acceptable forms of payment: Sterling, $US , $Australian or€ currency notes; Sterling
cheques; PayPal - in £sterling .
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Olympic Games Memorabilia
Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service
Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.

Ingrid O'Neil
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 265, Corona Del Mar CA 92625 USA
Tel. (949) 715-9808 • Fax (949) 715-1871
ingrid@ioneil.com • www.ioneil.com

